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the ultimate grand piano collection offers an extraordinary array of grand pianos, including a
baldwin, a bluthner and a tippmann, along with several other pianos that aren't featured in the

synthogy ivory ii grand piano crack. all of these pianos are represented by a number of samples, and
they are all sampled at 70 notes per second to provide a very authentic and realistic impression of
the piano. what's more, the collection boasts a large range of controls, with the majority being very

easy to set. the synthogy ivory ii grand piano crack offers the same amount of pre-programmed
pianos, but all of the pianos are sampled at 80 notes per second. these pianos are a bit more

authentic than those sampled at 70 notes per second, but they still have that professional piano
sound that you'd expect from a high-quality hardware instrument. the great thing about the

synthogy ivory ii grand piano crack is that it also offers additional controls, including various sample
layers. these pianos are sampled at both 70 notes per second and 80 notes per second, so they
provide you with a good option for generating that authentic and professional sound. synthogys

approach to grand piano tone and sustain has been refined to an unprecedented degree, meaning
that the instrument is equally suitable for jazz and classical music. the result is a sound the likes of
which few instruments can claim to offer. the extra recent refurbishments to the instrument's piano

samples were a thankless task, but synthogy's tim auty has turned a difficult task into a
masterpiece: in his own words, the pianos are now "the most magnificent pianos in the world." this is

evident in the spectacular volume and convincing sustain of the pianos, which are rich enough for
jazz and classical recordings, but can also play with a small ensemble.
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The Ivory Grande comes with 12 user presets giving you a varied palette of sounds to further your
tonal exploration. The Ivory Grande with its unique sonorization capabilities provides rich, massive

and very high quality sounds ideal for arranging music and for cinematic and recording projects. The
Ivory Grande is also a virtual instrument, which means that you can treat it just like your own

personal piano. Of course, you can also adjust the touch sensitivity of its keys. The Ivory IIs ability to
mimic any aspect of a real grand piano is astounding. The upper registers may be particularly

interesting - especially in conjunction with the Rpiano vst, which can be combined in such a way that
you can do something really cool. The Ivory II comes in three modes - Normal, Night, and Rapid, each

with eight genres: Romantic, Romantic-Chamber, Country, Classic, Funk, Film, Jazz, and Modern.
Even the Arpeggiator and Step Sequencer are absolutely refined for maximum sonic effects. And

let's not forget all of the input types. The only problem is they just dont all stick together. But Ivory II
Grand Pianos are insanely exciting and addictive. When you really crank things up, youll hear all of
the wonderful details that make old acoustic pianos sound so special - the sheer volume of sound,
the way the harmonic overtones and resonance reverberate, the way the dynamic range has been

mastered, and the subtle nuances of any given playing style. When we say the Ivory II is utterly
insane, we mean that! If you've enjoyed playing your Ivory II, you owe it to yourself to check out the

Ivory lineup. We can truly help you find the perfect Synthogy piano. And with iLOK2 vst support,
Ivory will fit perfectly into any VST Synthogy host. 5ec8ef588b
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